
The SoundSign helps protect your workspace and keeps 
people alert to excessive noise levels. The perfect solution 
for loud environments like factories, workshops, and 
construction sites, and quiet environments like libraries, 
schools, hotels and hospitals. 

“The team designed the AWSoundSign 
to meet the requirements of our factory. 
It was such a good product and service.” 

Key features: 

• High-intensity white LEDs for 
high visual impact

• Quick and simple to install                                                                                 

• Lights up when a preset noise 
level is reached

• Uses text and graphics to 
communicate specific warnings

• AW version suitable for 
outdoor use or locations 
requiring regular deep cleaning 
such as hospitals or food 
processing plants

Noise-Activated Warning Sign

Specifications in brief
Trigger level 40dB(A) to 114dB(A) in 1dB steps

Display delay timer none to 30 seconds

External power 2.1mm Power Jack, 12v DC via CU:200 
Mains Power Supply

Dimensions 12” diameter, 2” depth

Weight 0.6kg

Mounting 2 x keyhole mounting slots

Time weighting Slow to IEC 61672-1:2002

Connectors Up to three Remote Display Units via 
standard 2.1mm power

IP Rating (AW Only) 65

Why choose Cirrus Research?
1) Providing sound solutions since 1970
2) UK-based in-house team of experts on-hand  
  to offer help, support, guidance and training
3) Rental options available 
4) Bespoke turn-key solutions available
5) Quality equipment that is used by clients  
  around the world

Angela Michelmore, Health & Safety Advisor, Knighton Foods, UK
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Ideal for Both Noisy and Quiet Environments

The SoundSign is perfect for noisy environments such as factories, workshops, pubs, 
nightclubs and bars, to warn employees when noise levels become too high and to
 indicate when supplied hearing protection must be worn. 

Environments such as hotels, hospitals and healthcare facilities, libraries, 
and schools, can have variants of displayed text that such as “quiet” or “shh”.
The SoundSign is a practical and cost effective step towards reducing 
the negative impact of noise in both schools, and hospitals. 

Data loggers are an optional extra and can record measurements, 
which could highlight when further investigation with a meter is 
required during certain tasks, or when using specific machines/tools.

Remote Display Units 

The SoundSign is also available as a Remote Display Unit, which 
is controlled by a Master SoundSign. These units are connected by   
a simple cable to the Master and up to three can be daisy-chained 
together so that a wider area can be covered.  

The Remote Display Units will duplicate the Master Unit warning, 
using exactly the same configuration.
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